Abstract. In a previous paper, we showed that any Jacobi field along a harmonic map from the 2-sphere to the complex projective plane is integrable (i.e., is tangent to a smooth variation through harmonic maps). In this paper, in contrast, we show that there are (non-full) harmonic maps from the 2-sphere to the 3-sphere and 4-sphere which have non-integrable Jacobi fields. This is particularly surprising in the case of the 3-sphere where the space of harmonic maps of any degree is a smooth manifold, each map having image in a totally geodesic 2-sphere.
Introduction
A harmonic map between smooth Riemannian manifolds is a smooth map which extremizes the energy functional -a natural generalization of the Dirichlet integral. A Jacobi field along a harmonic map is an infinitesimal deformation of the harmonic map which preserves harmonicity 'to first order'.
It is important to know whether a Jacobi field is integrable, i.e., tangent to a family of maps which are genuinely harmonic -not just to first order. We shall study this question for maps between compact manifolds. Then, if all the Jacobi fields along the harmonic maps between two given real-analytic Riemannian manifolds are integrable, it follows that the space of harmonic maps between those manifolds is a finite-dimensional real-analytic manifold with tangent spaces given by the Jacobi fields [1] . The case that we study here of maps from the 2-sphere to a Riemannian manifold N has special interest; for instance, the integrability of Jacobi fields is related to the properties of the singular set of weakly harmonic maps from an arbitrary Riemannian manifold to N [38] (see [32, p. 471 
]).
Whether the Jacobi fields are integrable is known only for a handful of cases, see [32] . In the present paper, we consider the case of 2-sphere to higher-dimensional spheres. Recall that a smooth map from the 2-sphere is harmonic if and only if it is a minimal branched immersion in the sense of [25] . The construction of all harmonic 2-spheres in spheres has been understood for a long time, see [8, 9, 10, 11, 4, 7] , however, the only case where the integrability question was settled was for harmonic maps from the 2-sphere to itself [26] .
Thinking of the codomain 2-sphere as CP 1 , it is natural to consider next maps into the complex projective plane CP 2 . In this case, the authors [32] showed that all Jacobi fields along harmonic 2-spheres in CP 2 are integrable, by analysing the construction [17] of all harmonic maps.
In contrast, in the present paper we show that, along some harmonic 2-spheres in S 3 or S 4 , there are non-integrable Jacobi fields. From the twistor theory for harmonic maps, we see that the space of harmonic maps ϕ : S 2 → S 4 of fixed twistor degree is an algebraic variety [41] ; at a non-smooth point ϕ, there are non-integrable Jacobi fields. When the twistor degree is at least three, the algebraic variety is the union of three components with transverse intersection; we call the maps in the intersections of those components collapse points. Such maps are not full, but are the limits of families of full maps; they are non-smooth points, and so have non-integrable Jacobi fields.
The case of maps into S 3 follows from the S 4 case, but is more surprising since the space of harmonic 2-spheres in S 3 of any fixed twistor degree is a smooth manifold. At some points of this manifold, there are extra Jacobi fields not in its tangent space, and so non-integrable.
A main tool is to show that Jacobi fields along a full harmonic map ϕ : S 2 → S 4 can be lifted to deformations of its twistor lift -a nontrivial result in the presence of branch points -this allow us to examine the Jacobi fields by lifting the problem to the holomorphic category. For non-full maps, we may not be able to lift Jacobi fields; instead, we use a correspondence between Jacobi fields and eigenfunctions of a Schrödinger equation [34, 20, 18, 19, 30] .
The paper is arranged as follows. In Section 1, we recall the twistor construction of harmonic maps from S 2 to S 4 in terms of horizontal holomorphic maps from S 2 to CP 3 , and study the infinitesimal deformations of such holomorphic maps.
In Section 2, we show how the twistor construction gives diffeomorphisms between the spaces of holomorphic and harmonic maps (Theorem 2.3). We then show that Jacobi fields can be lifted, thus giving bijections between the infinitesimal deformations of the harmonic and holomorphic data (Theorem 2.5). We use this in Section 3 to show the non-integrability of some Jacobi fields along certain non-full harmonic maps into S 4 . Then using the Schrödinger equation as above, we deduce the same property in the case of S 3 . For a harmonic map from a 2-sphere, equivalently a minimal branched immersion, the (real) dimension of the space of Jacobi fields along the map is called its nullity (for the energy). In Section 4, we relate this to the nullity for the area, and compare our results with those of S. Montiel and F. Urbano for minimal immersions of S 2 in S 4 .
In Section 5, we study the subvariety of collapse points, equivalently, the subvariety of maps admitting an extra eigenfunction, showing that it is non-empty for all twistor degrees d ≥ 3, and finding it explicitly for the important case 3 ≤ d ≤ 5. We discuss the influence of branch points: we note first that, when d = 3, collapse points occur precisely when the four branch points exhibit the most symmetry; we then analyse the case d = 4 with branch points already exhibiting some symmetry, and find the further necessary and sufficient conditions to give collapse points.
For general facts on Jacobi fields along harmonic maps, see [44, 38] ; some of the results of this paper were announced in [45] .
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1. Preliminaries 1.1. Harmonic maps. Harmonic maps are defined to be the solutions to a variational problem as follows (see, for example, [16, 12, 13, 14] ).
Let M = (M m , g) and N = (N n , h) be compact smooth Riemannian manifolds without boundary of arbitrary (finite) dimensions m and n, respectively, and let ϕ : (M, g) → (N, h) be a smooth map between them. Define the energy of ϕ by (1.1)
where ω g is the volume measure on M defined by the metric g, and |dϕ| is the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of dϕ given at each point x ∈ M by (1.2)
for any orthonormal basis {e i } of T x M . Here, and throughout the paper, ·, · denotes the inner product on the relevant bundle E → M induced from the metrics on M and N and | · | the corresponding norm given by |v| = v, v (v ∈ E). Further, we shall use Γ(E) to denote the space of smooth sections of E.
By a smooth (one-parameter) variation Φ = {ϕ t } of ϕ we mean a smooth map Φ : M × (− , ) → N , Φ(x, t) = ϕ t (x), where > 0 and ϕ 0 = ϕ. The variation vector field of Φ = {ϕ t } is defined by v = ∂ϕ t /∂t| t=0 , this is a vector field along ϕ, i.e., a section of the pull-back bundle ϕ −1 T N → M ; we shall say that v is tangent to the variation {ϕ t }.
A smooth map ϕ : (M, g) → (N, h) is called harmonic if it is an extremal of the energy integral, i.e., for all smooth one-parameter variations {ϕ t } of ϕ, the first variation d dt E(ϕ t ) t=0 is zero. We compute (see, for example, [13] ):
where τ (ϕ) ∈ Γ(ϕ −1 T N ) is the tension field of ϕ defined by
∇dϕ(e i , e i )
dϕ(e i ) − dϕ(∇ M e i e i ) .
Here ∇ M denotes the Levi-Civita connection on M , ∇ ϕ the pull-back of the Levi-Civita connection ∇ N on N to the bundle ϕ −1 T N → M , and ∇ the tensor product connection on the bundle T * M ⊗ ϕ −1 T N induced from these connections. Equation (1.3) says that τ (ϕ) is the negative of the gradient at ϕ of the energy functional E on a suitable space of mappings, i.e., it points in the direction in which E decreases most rapidly [12, (3.5) ]. It follows from (1.3) that ϕ is harmonic if and only if it satisfies the harmonicity equation: τ (ϕ) = 0.
For any manifold M , T c M = T M ⊗ C will denote the complexified tangent bundle. When (M, J) is an almost complex manifold, this decomposes into the direct sum of the holomorphic (or (1, 0)-) tangent bundle T M and the antiholomorphic (or (0, 1)-) tangent bundle T M ; these being the (+i)-and (−i)-eigenspaces of J. When (M, J) is a complex manifold, these three bundles are holomorphic bundles, and, as is standard, we shall use the map v → its (1, 0)-part v = 1 2 (v − iJv) to identify T M with T M , thus giving T M a holomorphic structure under which the action of J on T M corresponds to multiplication by i in T M . Now suppose that (M 2 , g) is a 2-dimensional Riemannian manifold. Then the energy (1.1), and so harmonicity, of a map depend only on the conformal structure induced by g. In fact, let (x 1 , x 2 ) be isothermal coordinates and write z = x 1 + ix 2 . Write ∂/∂z = 
When M 2 is oriented, by taking charts consisting of oriented isothermal coordinates (x 1 , x 2 ), we give M 2 the structure of a one-dimensional complex manifold, or Riemann surface with complex coordinates z = x 1 + ix 2 . Then ∂/∂z and ∂/∂z provide local bases for T M and T M , respectively.
For n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , }, let S n be the unit sphere in R n+1 with the induced metric, and let CP n be the n-dimensional complex projective space with its Fubini-Study metric of constant holomorphic sectional curvature. We shall frequently identify the complex projective line CP 1 with the 2-sphere by the mapping
this is biholomorphic and an isometry up to scale; we further identify CP 1 conformally (in fact, biholomorphically) with the extended complex plane C ∪ {∞} by the mapping [z 0 , z 1 ] → z −1 0 z 1 . The composition of these two identifications is the biholomorphic map given by stereographic projection σ : S 2 → C ∪ {∞}:
A map ϕ : M 2 → N is called weakly conformal if, away from points where dϕ is zero, it preserves angles; in a local complex coordinate z on M 2 , this can be expressed by the equation
Here ·, · c denotes the complex-bilinear extension of the inner product ·, · on N . Note that (1.7) says that ∂ϕ/∂z is orthogonal to ∂ϕ/∂z with respect to the Hermitian extension of the inner product:
x N, x ∈ N ) . Note that the energy of a weakly conformal map is equal to its area. As is well-known, any harmonic map from the 2-sphere is weakly conformal, indeed, the harmonic equation (1.4) shows that the quantity ∂ϕ ∂z , ∂ϕ ∂z c dz 2 is a well-defined holomorphic differential on S 2 , and so must vanish.
A minimal branched immersion is a smooth map from a Riemann surface which is a conformal minimal immersion except at isolated points where it has branch points in the sense of [25] . A non-constant weakly conformal map is harmonic if and only if it is a minimal branched immersion; in particular, a smooth map from S 2 is harmonic if and only if it is a minimal branched immersion.
More generally, a smooth map ϕ : M 2 → N is called real isotropic if, in any local complex coordinate z, the quantities
are zero for all integers r, s ≥ 1. Note that this condition is independent of the complex coordinate chosen, and putting r = s = 1 shows that any real-isotropic map is weakly conformal. Let ϕ : S 2 → S n be a harmonic map from the 2-sphere to an n-sphere (n ≥ 2). Then ϕ is real isotropic [8, 9] . Indeed, one shows by induction on k = r + s that η r,s (ϕ) dz k defines a holomorphic k-differential, i.e., a holomorphic section of ⊗ k T * S 2 , and so must vanish. Let i : S n → R n+1 denote the standard isometric inclusion mapping. For a smooth map ϕ : M 2 → S n , write
Then (see, for example, [12, 3] ), ϕ is harmonic if and only if
or, more invariantly,
where ∆ M is the Laplace-Beltrami operator on (M, g) (conventions as in [13, 44] ).
The real isotropy of ϕ can be expressed in terms of Φ by
= 0 for all r, s ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} with r + s ≥ 1.
Note that (1.12) holds automatically for r + s = 1, and coincides with the weak conformality condition (1.7) for (r, s) = (1, 1). The real isotropy allows us to construct all harmonic maps from S 2 to S n explicitly from holomorphic data, see [8, 9, 10, 11, 4, 7] ; the case n = 4 is rather special, we shall recall that construction below.
1.2.
Infinitesimal deformations of harmonic maps. Let ϕ : (M, g) → (N, h) be harmonic. We can describe the second variation of the energy at ϕ as follows. Let v, w ∈ Γ(ϕ −1 T N ). Choose a (smooth) twoparameter variation Φ = {ϕ t,s } of ϕ with ∂ϕ t,s ∂t (t,s)=(0,0) = v and ∂ϕ t,s ∂s (t,s)=(0,0) = w .
The Hessian of ϕ is defined by
This depends only on v and w; indeed, it is given by the second variation formula (see, for example, [13] ):
ϕ denotes the Laplacian on ϕ −1 T N and R N the curvature operator of N (conventions as in [13, 32, 43, 44] ). The mapping J ϕ :
is called the Jacobi operator (for the energy); it is a self-adjoint linear elliptic operator. A vector field v along ϕ is called a Jacobi field (along ϕ) if it is in the kernel of the Jacobi operator, i.e., it satisfies the Jacobi equation
By standard elliptic theory, the set of Jacobi fields along a harmonic map is a finite-dimensional vector subspace of Γ(ϕ −1 T N ). We shall make use of the following interpretation of the Jacobi operator as the linearization of the tension field [32] . Definition 1.1. Let {ϕ t } be a smooth 1-parameter family of maps from (M, g) to (N, h). Say that {ϕ t } is harmonic to first order if its tension field is zero to first order in the sense that (see below for the meaning of ∂/∂t)
We shall write the condition (1.16) succinctly as
In particular, v is a Jacobi field along ϕ if and only if {ϕ t } is harmonic to first order : τ (ϕ t ) = o(t).
The meaning of (1.18), here and in [32, 43] , is that the components of each side with respect to a local frame on N satisfy J ϕ (v) In particular, if {ϕ t } is a smooth variation of ϕ through harmonic maps, its variation vector field v = ∂ϕ t ∂t| t=0 is a Jacobi field. This suggests the following definition. Definition 1.3. A Jacobi field v along a harmonic map ϕ : M → N is called integrable if it is tangent to a smooth variation {ϕ t } of ϕ through harmonic maps, i.e., there exists a one-parameter family {ϕ t } of harmonic maps with ϕ 0 = ϕ and ∂ϕ t ∂t| t=0 = v.
When all Jacobi fields are integrable, many consequences follow, see [32] ; here we quote only one.
) be a harmonic map between real-analytic manifolds. Then all Jacobi fields along ϕ 0 are integrable if and only if the space of harmonic maps (C 2,α -)close to ϕ 0 is a smooth manifold whose tangent space at ϕ 0 is exactly the space ker J ϕ 0 of Jacobi fields along it.
A vector field v along a conformal map ϕ : M 2 → N from a surface is called conformal if (1.7) is satisfied to first order for any one-parameter variation of ϕ tangent to v. Conformality of harmonic maps from a 2-sphere is preserved to first order by Jacobi fields, see [43, Section 3.1] . Further, for harmonic maps into spheres, isotropy (1.12) is preserved to first order, as in the following result, which is equivalent to [43, Proposition 3.4] . Proposition 1.5. Let ϕ : S 2 → S n be a harmonic map, and let v be a Jacobi field along it. Then v preserves isotropy to first order in the sense that, if {ϕ t } is any one-parameter variation of ϕ tangent to v, then, writing Φ t = i • ϕ t where i : S n → R n+1 is the standard inclusion, we have
for all integers r, s ≥ 0 with r + s ≥ 1.
1.3. The twistor space of the 4-sphere. We recall the well-known construction of the twistor space of the 4-sphere, and its identification with CP 3 and SO(5)/U(2). The seminal article on this is [2] ; our account is based on that in [3, Chapter 7] .
Let M = (M 2m , g) be an oriented Riemannian manifold of even dimension 2m. Let SO(M ) → M denote the bundle whose fibre at x ∈ M is the set SO(T x M ) of orthonormal oriented frames at x. Note that SO(2m) and its subgroup U(m) act on this set. Let x ∈ M . By an almost complex structure at x (or on T x M ) we mean a linear transformation
if it is isometric, we call it an almost Hermitian structure at x. Given an orthonormal basis {e 1 , . . . , e 2m } of T x M , setting (1.20) J x e 2j−1 = e 2j , J x e 2j = −e 2j−1 (j = 1, . . . , m)
defines an almost Hermitian structure J x at x which we call positive (resp. negative) according as {e 1 , . . . , e 2m } is positively (resp. negatively) oriented. This defines a map from the set SO(T x M ) of positively oriented orthonormal frames at x to the set Σ Let (V, · ) be an inner product space such as (i) R n with its standard inner product or (ii) T x M with the inner product given by the metric. Call a subspace P of V c = V ⊗ C isotropic if v, w c = 0 for all v, w ∈ P . A subspace P of T c x M is isotropic if and only if it is orthogonal to its complex conjugate P , with respect to the Hermitian inner product (1.8). Then there is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all Hermitian structures J x at x and the set of all m-dimensional isotropic subspaces P given by setting P equal to the (0, 1)-tangent space given by the (−i)-eigenspace of J x ; we call P positive (resp. negative) according as J x is positive (resp. negative). More explicitly, given an orthonormal basis {e 1 , . . . , e 2m } of T x M , if J x is given by (1.20) , then P is the complex subspace of T c x M spanned by {e 1 + ie 2 , e 3 + ie 4 , . . . , e 2m−1 + ie 2m }.
Let SO(M ) → M be the principal bundle of positive orthonormal frames with fibre SO(T x M ) at x ∈ M . Then the (positive) twistor bundle of M is the associated fibre bundle
The fibre of π at x is the set Σ + x of positive almost Hermitian structures at x. The map π is called the twistor map or twistor projection and its total space Σ + is called the (positive) twistor space of (M, g). The manifold Σ + has a canonical almost complex structure obtained as follows. First, each fibre Σ + x of π has a complex structure J V ; indeed, it has the structure of a Hermitian symmetric space as described above. Call the bundle of tangents to the fibres the vertical subbundle V(Σ + ); then the Levi-Civita connection ∇ M of (M, g) defines a complementary subbundle H(Σ + ) of T Σ + , called the horizontal subbundle. Thus, we have a decomposition
we shall denote the associated projections by the same letters, viz.,
. Each w ∈ Σ + defines an almost complex structure on T π(w) M ; we use the isomorphism defined by the differential dπ w | Hw(Σ + ) :
defines an almost complex structure J on Σ + . Later, we shall need to complexify the decomposition (1.22) to a decomposition
we continue to denote the associated projections by V and H. This last decomposition restricts to a decomposition
of the (1, 0)-tangent bundle; we denote the associated projections by V and H .
We now identify the twistor space Σ + (S 4 ) of S 4 and corresponding twistor projection
We use the following general theory for the twistor space of an oriented 4-dimensional Riemannian manifold (M 4 , g). Let π : Z 6 → M 4 be a Riemannian submersion from a Kähler manifold (Z 6 , G, J). Suppose that π has totally geodesic fibres which are connected compact complex submanifolds. Then we have a direct sum decomposition of bundles over Z 6 :
where V(Z 6 ) is the bundle of tangents to the fibres of π and H(Z 6 ) is its orthogonal complement with respect to the metric G. Then, for each w ∈ Z 6 , J w restricts to an endomorphism of H w (Z 6 ); we use the isomorphism dπ w | Hw(Z 6 ) to transfer this to an almost Hermitian structure ι(w) on T π(w) M 4 , thus defining a bundle map ι :
Say that H(Z 6 ) is nowhere integrable if this is non-zero at all points. For the following, see, for example, [3, Section 7.2] .
is nowhere integrable, then ι is a bundle isomorphism.
Thus, π : Z 6 → M 4 provides a model for the twistor bundle Σ + of M 4 . When M 4 is the 4-sphere, there are two realizations of this, as follows.
1) A quadric Grassmannian as twistor space. For any positive integers m and n with 2m < n, we define the quadric Grassmannian T m,n to be the following submanifold of the complex Grassmannian G m (C n ):
The Kähler structure on G m (C n ) restricts to a Kähler structure on T m,n . Clearly, T m,n can be idenfied with the homogeneous space SO(n)/U(m)× SO(n − 2m). Since the frame bundle of S 4 can be identified with the homogeneous principal bundle SO(5) → SO(5)/SO(4) = S 4 , it follows from (1.21) that the twistor bundle of S 4 is the quadric Grassmannian T 2,5 = SO(5)/U(2) with twistor projection the Riemannian submersion SO(5)/U(2) → SO(5)/SO(4) induced by the canonical inclusion of U (2) in SO(4). More geometrically, the twistor projection π :
where the direct sum is regarded as an oriented real subspace and (P ⊕ P ) ⊥ denotes its positively oriented unit normal. Explicitly, if {e 0 , e 1 , e 2 , e 3 , e 4 } is a positive orthonormal basis of R 5 such that P = span C {e 1 + ie 2 , e 3 + ie 4 } then π(P ) = e 0 . We thus have an orthogonal direct sum decomposition
To identify the vertical and horizontal spaces of the Riemannian submersion (1.30), recall first that the (
Then it follows from (1.29) that, for P ∈ T m,n , we have
It is easy to see that the decomposition (1.25) into (1, 0)-vertical and horizontal spaces at P ∈ T 2,5 is given by T P T 2,5 = V P ⊕ H P where
2) CP
3 as twistor space. Let H = {a + bj : a, b ∈ C} denote the skew-field of quaternions. The map a + bj → (a, b) gives a canonical identification of H with C 2 and so of H 2 with C 4 . Let HP 1 be quaternionic projective space consisting of all one-dimensional quaternionic subspaces of H 2 ; thus HP 1 is the quotient of H 2 \ {0} by the (left)-action by H \ {0}. We identify HP 1 with S 4 by formula (1.5) with the z i in H. Then we have the celebrated Calabi-Penrose twistor map
given by mapping a complex one-dimensional subspace span C v ∈ CP 3 to the unique quaternionic one-dimensional subspace of H 2 = C 4 which contains it; explicitly, π(span C v) = span H v = span C {v, jv}. Give CP 3 its standard Fubini-Study metric and standard complex structure J so that it becomes a Kähler manifold and π becomes a Riemannian submersion (up to scale). Then (1.32) is another realization of the twistor bundle π : Σ + (S 4 ) → S 4 with the decompositions (1.22), (1.24) and (1.25) reading
where H is the orthogonal complement of V with respect to the FubiniStudy metric on CP 3 .
It is easy to verify that both the above models have nowhere integrable horizontal spaces, so satisfy the hypotheses of Proposition 1.6. They can thus be used as models for the twistor space Σ + (S 4 ) of S 4 . We shall need the following further properties of that twistor space; to prove these, it is convenient to use its realization as CP 3 discussed above.
Define a tensor fieldÃ
. This extends by complex linearity to a section of T Proof. (i) Antisymmetry follows as forÃ H above. Thus
(ii) This quickly follow from (1.34).
(iii) Suppose that there is some w ∈ CP 3 and non-zero X ∈ H w such that A
Then these equations together with antisymmetry show that A H is zero. It follows from this and Lemma 1.7(iii) that A H is also zero. However, this is not the case, as H is nowhere integrable by O'Neill's formulae [36] .
(iv) Let X, Y and Z be holomorphic sections of H . Then, using the definition of A H , we have
. Now, the last term on the right-hand side is zero since H(∇
Using the definition of the curvature tensor, the first term on the right-hand side equals
The first term of this is zero by holomorphicity of Y ; the second term is
Z which vanish by holomorphicity of X and Z; and the last term is zero by the standard formula [28, Chapter 9] for the curvature tensor of CP 3 .
1.4.
Holomorphic maps into the twistor space. Let Hol(S 2 , CP 3 ) denote the set of holomorphic maps from the Riemann sphere S 2 to CP 3 . On identifying S 2 biholomorphically with the extended complex plane {z ∈ C ∪ {∞}} as in (1.6), we see that any f ∈ Hol(S 2 , CP 3 ) is of the form
where
) is a quadruplet of polynomials which we take to be coprime; we interpret f (∞) as a limit. (Here, for W ∈ .) The degree of f is defined to be the degree of the induced mapping on cohomology:
this is equal to the maximum degree of the polynomials F i .
We give Hol(S 2 , CP 3 ) the compact-open topology. Then its connected components are the spaces 
given by those quadruplets of polynomials which are coprime and of maximum degree exactly d. Giving V d the subspace topology, it is easily seen that this bijection is a homeomorphism which endows Hol d (S 2 , CP 3 ) with the structure of a complex manifold of dimension 4d + 3. 
35) is horizontal if and only if the image of df is Hermitian orthogonal to V in T CP
3 . To write this nicely, let J 0 denote the matrix
then a vector v = dp W (V ) at w is horizontal if V, J 0 W c = 0. Note that the group of holomorphic isometries of CP 3 is the projective group PU(4) corresponding to U(4). The subgroup of U(4) which preserves J 0 and hence the horizontality condition, is the symplectic group Sp(2), cf. [5] .
For
Here, for any polynomials
is horizontal if and only if
Note that this condition makes sense for any choice of holomorphic lift F of f defined on an open subset of the domain and not necessarily polynomial, and is independent of that choice. Thus, under the inclusion mapping i : 
Here V denotes projection associated to the pull-back of the decomposition of complexified bundles ( 
2 ) [29] ; this is the Koszul-Malgrange holomorphic structure. When E = T M 2 , this coincides with the natural holomorphic structure on T M 2 . Say that a smooth map f : M 2 → CP 3 is vertical if its image lies in a fibre of the twistor projection (1.32), equivalently, π • f is a constant map. We have a version of Proposition 1.8 for the pull-back bundles H and V as follows.
(ii) Suppose that f is horizontal. Then A H is holomorphic with respect to the Koszul-Malgrange holomorphic structure on H * ⊗ V , i.e., ∇
Proof. (i) It is the pull-back of a holomorphic subbundle by a holomorphic map.
(ii) From its definition, we see that A H is the pull back of A H Z where Z = df (∂/∂z), so the result follows from Lemma 1.8(iv). Taking the adjoint yields ∇
. Choose x to be a point where f is not vertical so that H(Z) is non-zero. Then A H H(Z) , and so A H , is non-zero by Lemma 1.8(iii). 
In particular, u is a holomorphic vector field along f if and only if {f t } is holomorphic to first order. Note that, when M 2 is a Riemann surface, a vector field u along f is holomorphic if, in any local coordinate z on M 2 ,
n is the natural projection. Then a vector field u along f is given locally by dp F (U) for some map U : U → C n+1 ; more invariantly, its (1, 0)-part u is given by the section of L(F, C n+1 /F ) defined by F → U mod F . The vector field u is holomorphic if and only if we can choose U to be holomorphic. If f ∈ Hol d (S 2 , CP 3 ) we may take F and U to have components polynomial of degree ≤ d. Indeed, we can take u to be given by rational functions; it can then be integrated explicitly.
By differentiating the formula (1.36), we see that a holomorphic vector field u = dp F (U) along a holomorphic map f = p • F is an IHHD if and only if
, and the space of solutions to (1.40) has dimension dim ker dQ F = 4d + 4 − dim Image dQ F . Since dim Image dQ F ≤ 2d − 1 this is at least 2d + 5. One solution is U = F which projects to u = 0, so the dimension of the space of IHHDs is at least 2d + 4.
We now consider what we can say about HHol d (S 2 , CP 3 ). J.-L. Verdier [41] 
. Then the following are equivalent:
(i) f is a regular point;
(ii) the dimension of the space of IHHDs at f is 2d + 4 ; (iii) all IHHDs of f are integrable by horizontal holomorphic maps.
Proof. If f is a regular point then, as above, the space of IHHDs has dimension 2d + 4, and so coincides with the tangent space to 
Here ω ∈ 5 C 5 is the volume form of R 5 with its standard orientation. Then, for any x ∈ U , the number W (ϕ)(x) is real; its sign is clearly independent of the choice of complex coordinate and is called the spin of ϕ at x. If M 2 = S 2 and ϕ is harmonic, W (ϕ) has fixed sign on M 2 and we have three cases [41] : (i) ϕ is not full and its spin is identically zero, then ϕ has image in a totally geodesic (equatorial) S 2 ⊂ S 4 : we say that ϕ has zero spin; (ii) ϕ is full and its spin is strictly positive, except possibly at isolated points where it is zero: we say that ϕ has positive spin;
(iii) ϕ is full and its spin is strictly negative, except possibly at isolated points where it is zero: we say that ϕ has negative spin.
Thus 4 . Note that ϕ is of positive (resp. negative) spin if and only if P is a positive (resp. negative) isotropic subspace (see Section 1.3 above for the definition of positivity). 
Further, the energy of ϕ is equal to d times the area of S 2 = 4πd where d ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .} is the degree of f .
Since they are induced by the twistor projection (1.32), we shall also call the above maps or their restrictions twistor projections. The integer d is called [15] the twistor degree of ϕ. Since it is weakly conformal, a harmonic map S 2 → S 4 with twistor degree d has both energy and area equal to 4πd. Now, the components of the space HHol(S 
2 ) with orientation chosen such that dϕ x is orientation preserving, and set More explicitly, we have an orthogonal decomposition T ϕ(x) S 4 = τ x M ⊕ ν x M into oriented subspaces, and J f x is rotation through +π/2 on both τ x M and ν x M .
Choose any complex coordinate z. Then τ x M is determined by the complex vector ∂ϕ/∂z; indeed, it is spanned by its real and imaginary parts. Now, harmonicity (1.4) of ϕ tells us that this is a holomorphic section of ϕ −1 T c S 4 ; so an easy argument shows that we can extend τ x M smoothly over the critical points of ϕ, giving a decomposition of smooth bundles:
Hence f extends smoothly to a map f : S 2 → Σ + (S 4 ) called the (positive) twistor lift of ϕ. This map defines a decomposition
which, at each point x ∈ S 2 , gives the (1, 0)-and (0, 1)-tangent spaces of J f x . Thus, in the quadric Grassmannian model T 2,5 of the twistor space, f is represented by the map P : S 2 → T 2,5 . That ϕ has non-negative spin is equivalent to saying that ∂ 2 ϕ/∂z 2 is a section of P . Then it is easy to see that f (equivalently, P ) is horizontal and holomorphic, cf. Section 2.2. Further, the map ϕ → f is the inverse of Π hor d . Since f is horizontal and π is a Riemannian submersion, the energy of ϕ is equal to the energy of f ; since f is holomorphic, this equals the area of S 2 times the degree of f ; thus Π . That all maps are continuous with respect to the compact-open topology is clear; that they are proper follows as in [6] or from Theorem 2.3 below; thus they are homeomorphisms, completing the proof of the proposition and corollary.
Note that, since ϕ is weakly conformal, for any x ∈ S 2 , the differential dϕ x : T x S 2 → T ϕ(x) S 4 intertwines the standard almost complex structure on S 2 at x and J f x . 
Main results

2.1.
The following lemma is proved in [5, Proposition 2.1 and subsequent remarks].
Lemma 2.1. Let ϕ : M 2 → S 4 be a non-constant smooth map from a Riemann surface. If there is a holomorphic map f :
Say that a vector field u along a smooth map f : M 2 → CP 3 is vertical if dΠ f (u) = 0, i.e, dπ • u is identically zero. Lemma 2.2. Let f : M 2 → CP 3 be a non-vertical holomorphic map. Then any vertical holomorphic vector field along f is identically zero.
Proof. The (1, 0)-part u of such a vector field is a section of V = f −1 V which satisfies A V u = 0. But by Proposition 1.9(iii), unless f is vertical, A V is not identically zero, and so is non-zero on a dense open set; it follows that u ≡ 0.
We now consider the image of each component Hol d (S 2 , CP 3 ) under Π. To obtain an immersion we shall exclude the closed subspace
defined by f → π • f is a real-analytic proper injective immersion, so gives a real-analytic diffeomorphism onto a (4d + 3)-dimensional real-analytic submanifold R d . This restricts to real-analytic diffeomorphisms:
The inverses of these maps are given by taking the twistor lift.
In particular, Harm Proof. That Π d is real analytic is clear; that it is injective follows from Lemma 2.1. That it is immersive follows from Lemma 2.2.
To show that Π d is proper, let {ϕ n } be a sequence in
3 ) lies in the compact manifold CP 4d+3 , a subsequence {f n k } of {f n } must converge in that manifold, let its limit be f = [F 0 , F 1 , F 2 , F 3 ]. The polynomials F i might not be coprime, i.e., we might have (F 0 , F 1 , F 2 , F 3 ) = (qG 0 , qG 1 , qG 2 , qG 3 ) for some polynomials G i and q, with q of degree ≥ 1 so that f = [G 0 , G 1 , G 2 , G 3 ]. Now, away from the zeros of q, {f n k } tends pointwise to f so that the corresponding subsequence {ϕ n k } tends pointwise to π • f on a dense subset of S 2 . However, the original sequence {ϕ n } tends to ϕ pointwise, so, by the continuity of both maps, ϕ = π • f . Then, by uniqueness (Lemma 2.1), f must be Π [41] . However, our result considers these spaces as subspaces of R d (and so of C k (S 2 , S 4 )) so that real -analyticity is the appropriate notion. (ii) All the maps in R d are real isotropic of positive spin, see [15, 37] .
(iii) There are families of holomophic maps with image in any given fibre of π, so that Π d is neither injective nor immersive when considered as a map from the whole of Hol d (S 2 , CP 3 ).
Correspondence between infinitesimal deformations.
The following result is non-trivial in the presence of branch points.
Theorem 2.5. Let ϕ : S 2 → S 4 be a full harmonic map of positive spin and let f : S 2 → Σ + = CP 3 be its twistor lift. The mapping dΠ f : u → v = dπ • u defines a one-to-one correspondence between the space of infinitesimal horizontal holomorphic deformations u along f and the space of Jacobi fields v along ϕ.
Proof. (a) Let u be an IHHD along f . We show that v = dπ • u is a Jacobi field along ϕ.
To do this, let f t be a one-parameter variation of f tangent to u, and set ϕ t = π • f t . Then v = dπ • u = ∂ϕ t /∂t| t=0 . By Proposition 1.11, f t is holomorphic to first order, and by Definition 1.14, it is horizontal to first order, hence
By the composition law for the tension field [16] we obtain
The first term on the right-hand side is o(t) by (2.6)(i). As for the second term, by (2.6)(ii) we have
since, for any Riemannian submersion, ∇dπ(X, X) = 0 for any horizontal vector X [36] . Hence τ (ϕ t ) = o(t), and by Proposition 1.2, v = ∂ϕ t /∂t| t=0 is a Jacobi field.
(b) Conversely, let v be a Jacobi field along ϕ. We show that there is a unique IHHD u along f such that dπ • u = v. We establish this by a sequence of lemmas.
Let C ϕ be the set of points where ϕ fails to be an immersion (i.e., the branch points of ϕ); we first of all lift v at points of S 2 \ C ϕ . Let {ϕ t } be a smooth one-parameter variation of ϕ tangent to v. Then, by Proposition 1.2, ϕ t is harmonic and isotropic to first order. For each x ∈ S 2 \ C ϕ , ϕ t is an immersion at x for small enough |t|, by which we mean for |t| < (x) for some (x) > 0; then the twistor lift f t (x) can be defined as in (1.47) . Note that all calculations below will be valid for small enough |t| in this sense. Set u(x) = ∂f t (x)/∂t| t=0 . Clearly dπ • u = v. We shall show that u is a well-defined infinitesimal horizontal holomorphic deformation of f on S 2 \ C ϕ .
By definition, f t (x) is a positive almost Hermitian structure on T ϕt(x) S 4 . It thus gives a decomposition
into (1, 0)-and (0, 1)-tangent spaces. In terms of the quadric Grassmannian model T 2,5 of the twistor space, f t (x) is represented by the positive isotropic 2-plane P t (x) = T ϕt(x) S 4 . To examine this, let z be a local complex coordinate on an open subset U of S 2 \ C ϕ . For x ∈ U set ψ t (x) = (∂ϕ t /∂z) = (∂ϕ t /∂z) Pt , the (0, 1)-part, equivalently, P t -component, of ∂ϕ t /∂z at x with respect to the decomposition (2.7). Note that this is non-zero for t = 0, so that it remains non-zero for small enough |t|. Hence its conjugate (∂ϕ t /∂z) = (∂ϕ t /∂z)
Pt is also non-zero. Note that P t (x) is the unique positive isotropic 2-plane in T c ϕt(x) S 4 containing ψ t (x). Replacing U by a smaller open subset if necessary, let b t be a non-zero section of P t over U such that {b t (x), ψ t (x)} is a basis for P t (x). We calculate derivatives of these sections; it is convenient to use Φ t = i • ϕ t where i :
is the standard inclusion. Note that ∂Φ t /∂z = ∂ϕ t /∂z etc.
Lemma 2.6. Let x ∈ U \ C ϕ . Then, for small enough |t|,
(ii) under the orthogonal decomposition
Pt of ∂ψ t /∂z satisfies
Proof. 
This implies that (∂ϕ t /∂z)
Pt is o(t), as required. (ii) It suffices to show that the components of ∂ψ t /∂z in span C Φ t and in P t are o(t). By part (i) and Proposition 1.5, the component in
Next note that, when t = 0, {ψ t , (∂ψ t /∂z) Pt } equals {∂Φ/∂z , ∂ 2 Φ/∂z 2 }; this is a basis for P 0 on a dense open subset of U \ C ϕ . It follows that {ψ t , (∂ψ t /∂z) Pt } is a basis for P t on that set for small enough |t|. We use this basis to estimate the component in P t . 
The last two calculations show that the component of ∂ψ t /∂z in P t is o(t).
We can now examine the derivatives of our basis of P t .
Lemma 2.7.
Proof. (i) From Lemma 2.6(i) and (1.10) we have
(ii) From part (i) we have
which shows (ii). (iii) Immediate from Lemma 2.6(ii). (iv) From part (iii) we have
Further, by Lemma 2.6(i), ∂ϕ t /∂z ∈ P t + o(t), so we have
which, together with (ii), shows (iv).
Lemma 2.8. (i)
The twistor lift f t is holomorphic to first order and horizontal to first order.
(ii) u = ∂f t /∂t| t=0 is an IHHD defined on S 2 \ C ϕ .
Proof. (i) Using the quadric Grassmannian model, the (1, 0)-part of derivative ∂f t /∂z is the linear map from P t to P ⊥ t which maps the basis vectors ψ t and b t to the P ⊥ t -components of ∂ψ t /∂z and ∂b t /∂z, respectively. By Lemma 2.7, these components are o(t). Hence the (1, 0)-part of ∂f t /∂z is o(t), which proves the first assertion.
Similarly, the (1, 0)-part of ∂f t /∂z is the linear map from P t to P ⊥ t which maps the basis vectors ψ t and b t to the P ⊥ t -components of ∂ψ t /∂z and ∂b t /∂z, respectively. By Lemma 2.7, these last quantities lie in span C ϕ t to o(t). Hence the (1, 0)-part of derivative ∂f t /∂z lies in L(P t , span C ϕ t ) to o(t); this is the (1, 0)-horizontal space by (1.31).
(ii) This follows from (i) by Proposition 1.11 and Definition 1.14.
Lemma 2.9. The vector field u can be extended to an IHHD on S 2 .
Proof. With respect to the pull-back of the decomposition (1.22) write u = u V + u H ; then we have the corresponding decomposition (1.25) of (1, 0)-parts: u = u V + u H . Note that u H is the horizontal lift of v, and so both it and its (1, 0)-part u H can be extended to real-analytic vector fields on S 2 . Noting that the Kähler nature of CP 3 means that covariant derivatives respect the type decomposition, holomorphicity of u tells us that, with respect to any local complex coordinate z on S 2 ,
where ∇ V and ∇ H denote the induced connections on V and H ; the second term is zero by holomorphicity of H (Proposition 1.9(i)). Taking components in V and H we obtain
The first equation says that u V is a holomorphic section of V with respect to its Koszul-Malgrange holomorphic structure. Hence, at any point of C ϕ , it has a removable singularity, a pole or an isolated essential singularity.
However, by Proposition 1.9(ii), A V is antiholomorphic, so near a point of C ϕ , in a local complex coordinate z centred on that point, it is of the formz k times a real-analytic non-zero map for some k ∈ {0, 1, 2, . . .}. It follows thatz k u V is smooth, which is not possible if u V has a pole or isolated essential singularity.
Hence u V has a removable singularity at each point of C ϕ , and so can be extended smoothly to S 2 . It follows that u , and so also u, can be extended smoothly to S 2 .
Lemma 2.10. There is at most one holomorphic vector field u with dπ • u = v.
Proof. As in the last proof, the horizontal component of u is uniquely determined as the horizontal lift of v. The vertical component is determined away from zeros of A V by (2.9)(ii); since the complement of the zeros is a dense set, by continuity this component is also unique.
This completes the proof of Theorem 2.5.
We now turn to the integrability (Definition 1.3) of the corresponding infinitesimal deformations.
Proposition 2.11. Let ϕ : S 2 → S 4 be a full harmonic map of positive spin and let f : S 2 → Σ + = CP 3 be its twistor lift. Let u be an IHHD along f and v = dπ • u the corresponding Jacobi field along ϕ. Then the following are equivalent:
(ii) u is integrable by horizontal holomorphic maps.
Proof. Suppose that (i) holds. Then there is a one-parameter family of harmonic maps ϕ t : S 2 → S 4 with ϕ 0 = ϕ and ∂ϕ t /∂t| t=0 = v. For small enough |t|, ϕ t has positive spin and so its twistor lift is a horizontal holomorphic map f t : S 2 → CP 3 . Clearly, f 0 = f and ∂f t /∂t| t=0 = u, hence (ii) holds. The converse is similar. (i) ϕ is a regular point;
(ii) the dimension of the space of Jacobi fields at ϕ is 2d + 4 ; (iii) all Jacobi fields along ϕ are integrable.
Proof. On composing with an orientation-reversing isometry, if necessary, we can assume that ϕ is of positive spin and thus given as the projection π • f of a full horizontal holomorphic map. The result then follows by combining Propositions 1.17 and 2.11 with Theorem 2.5.
J. Bolton and L. M. Woodward [6] show that all f ∈ HHol Proof. First, we can choose
Then the horizontality condition (1.37) gives
which implies that F 3 /F 2 is constant. We next choose A 2 ∈ Sp(2) such that, after composing with A 2 , that constant is zero. Then
The proof shows that Sp(2) acts transitively on the set of horizontal CP 1 s; clearly the isotropy group is a copy of U(2), hence the set of horizontal CP 1 s can be identified with the complex homogeneous space Sp(2)/U(2) of dimension 3.
We deduce the following.
Proof. The map HHol
given by mapping f to its image -a horizontal CP 1 -is easily seen to be a locally trivial fibre bundle with fibres biholomorphic to Hol d (S 2 , CP 1 ). So HHol
is a complex manifold of dimension (2d + 1) + 3 = 2d+4. Since its topology and complex structure are those induced from
is not; this motivates the following definition.
Thus a non-full horizontal holomorphic map f is a collapse point if it occurs as the limit of a sequence of full horizontal holomorphic maps; since HHol d (S 2 , CP 3 ) is an algebraic variety, this is equivalent to the existence of a one-parameter family of full horizontally holomorphic maps which 'collapses' to f .
The set of collapse points f forms a proper algebraic subvariety of HHol
is empty so that the set of collapse points is empty. The following examples show that, for each d ≥ 3, the set of collapse points is non-empty; see Section 5 for more information on that set. 
For t = 0, this defines a full horizontal holomorphic map f t : S 2 → CP 3 of degree d. As t → 0, it approaches the non-full horizontal holomorphic map f 0 : S 2 → CP 3 of the same degree given by
, 0 ; by definition, the map f 0 is a collapse point.
; without loss of generality, by Lemma 3.1, we can assume that f ∈ Hol d (S 2 , CP 1 0 ). Write f = [F ] where F = (F 0 , 0, F 2 , 0) is a holomorphic lift. Let u be a holomorphic vector field along f . As in Section 1.5, u = dp F (U) for some holomorphic U = (U 0 , U 1 , U 2 , U 3 ). Let u = u T + u ⊥ be the decomposition of u into components tangential and normal to CP 1 0 . Then u T = dp F (U T ) and u ⊥ = dp F (U ⊥ ) where U T = (U 0 , 0, U 2 , 0) and U ⊥ = (0, U 1 , 0, U 3 ), respectively. Now, from (1.40), u is an infinitesimal horizontal holomorphic deformation if and only if
Note that this condition is well defined and only involves the normal part u ⊥ of u. On taking F and U to be polynomial of degree ≤ d, the differential dQ F can be thought of as a linear map from C[z]
There are three obvious solutions to this: (U 1 , U 3 ) = (F 0 , 0), (0, F 2 ) and (F 2 , F 0 ). It is clear that these span the three-dimensional subspace of
which is tangent to the action of Sp (2); thus they are all integrable. Say that u is an extra IHHD if u ⊥ is not in this threedimensional space; equivalently, u is not tangent to HHol
Proposition 3.6. Let f : S 2 → CP 3 be a non-full horizontal holomorphic map. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) f is a non-smooth point of HHol d (S 2 , CP 3 ) ; (ii) f is a collapse point; (iii) f has an extra IHHD; (iv) f has an extra IHHD which is not integrable by horizontal holomorphic maps;
(v) f has an extra IHHD which is integrable by horizontal holomorphic maps.
Proof. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) holds since, by Proposition 3.2, HHol To show that (iii) implies (v) and (ii), suppose that u = dp F (U) is an extra IHHD along f . Then, by (3.1), f t = [F + tU ⊥ ] is actually horizontal for all t. We claim that there exists > 0 such that f t is full for all non-zero t with |t| < . If not, there would be a sequence of non-zero values of t tending to 0 such that f t is not full. But this would imply that u is tangent to Hol To use the twistor construction, we must restrict to full harmonic maps of positive spin; the next lemma shows that this is not a problem.
Lemma 3.12. For any d ≥ 3, the sets Harm
is a collapse point if and only if its twistor lift f ∈ HHol
Proof. The proof of part (a) of Theorem 2.5 still applies in the nonfull case; injectivity follows as in Lemma 2.10, and preservation of normality is clear since π is a Riemannian submersion.
We cannot analyse Jacobi fields by lifting them as we did for the full case; however, we have a new tool, developed in [34, 20] .
Let ϕ ∈ Harm non d (S 2 , S 4 ). As above, without loss of generality we may assume that ϕ = π • f for some f ∈ Hol d (S 2 , CP 
is the standard inclusion. Equation (1.10) implies that each Φ i is a solution to (3.3); hence any linear combination of the Φ i is also a solution, giving a threedimensional space of 'trivial' eigenfunctions. We call any other solution an extra eigenfunction. The following is clear. The next result uses an interesting correspondence between solutions to (3.3) and minimal branched immersions, see [34, 20, 18, 19, 30] . Proof. As in [34, 20] , there is a non-constant weakly conformal harmonic map (i.e., minimal branched immersion) X : S 2 \ C ϕ → R 3 , unique up to an additive constant, with (i) ∂X/∂z in the subbundle spanned by ∂ϕ/∂z, (ii) X, Φ = v 1 and (iii) X tending to ∞ as we approach C ϕ . In fact, X = v 1 Φ + grad v 1 is such a map. The components ∂X/∂z have poles at points of C ϕ of order at least 2. Let Y be the harmonic conjugate of X. Since ∂X/∂z has no residues, Y is well defined on S 2 \ C ϕ . Set v 2 = Y, Φ . Then v 2 extends smoothly to the whole of S 2 and is another extra eigenfunction. As in [19, 20, 30] , we may construct a deformation of ϕ tangent to v 1 e 4 + v 2 e 5 .
Remark 3.18. Thinking of the space of extra eigenfunctions as the quotient of the space of all eigenfunctions by the three-dimensional space of trivial ones, it follows from the lemma that the dimension of the space of extra eigenfunctions is even. M. Kotani [30] actually shows that, if ϕ has r pairs of extra eigenfunctions, then there is a deformation ϕ t of ϕ with ϕ t : S 2 → S 2+2r full harmonic for small nonzero |t|. Now [8] full harmonic maps from S 2 to S 2+2r exist if and only if the twistor degree d is at least (r + 1)(r + 2)/2; on solving this we obtain the bound r ≤ 1 2 ( √ 8d + 1 − 3). See [24] for more information on deformations, and [22] for a description of the space of harmonic maps from S 2 to S m .
Theorem 3.19. Let ϕ : S 2 → S 4 be a non-full harmonic map. Denote its twistor degree by d. Then the following are equivalent.
(i) ϕ is a non-smooth point of Harm d (S 2 , S 4 ); (ii) ϕ is a collapse point; (iii) ϕ has an extra Jacobi field ; (iv) ϕ has an extra Jacobi field which is integrable; (v) ϕ has an extra Jacobi field which is not integrable.
Proof. (i) ⇐⇒ (ii). This follows from the fact that Harm
. By Lemma 3.12, f is a collapse point, so by Proposition 3.6, there is an extra IHHD. This descends to an extra Jacobi field.
(iii) =⇒ (iv). Given an extra Jacobi field, Lemma 3.17 provides an extra integrable Jacobi field.
(iv) =⇒ (ii). Let v be an extra integrable Jacobi field. Choose a one-parameter family {ϕ t } of harmonic maps tangent to v. As in the proof of Proposition 3.6, we can show that ϕ t is full for |t| non-zero and small enough, so that ϕ is a collapse point.
(iii) =⇒ (v). The space of Jacobi fields tangent to Harm non d (S 2 , S 4 ) has dimension 2d + 4. Since there is an extra Jacobi field, the space of all Jacobi fields along ϕ is strictly bigger than this. If they were all integrable, then by the result of D. Adams and L. Simon (Proposition 1.4), close to f the space Harm d (S 2 , S 4 ) would be a manifold of dimension greater than 2d + 4, contradicting Verdier's result that it is a complex algebraic variety of pure dimension 2d + 4.
As in the holomorphic case (Corollary 3.7), it follows that a non-full harmonic map f : S 2 → S 4 is a smooth point of Harm d (S 2 , S 4 ) if and only if it is a regular point (Definition 2.12).
Another consequence of Theorem 3.19 is Corollary 3.20. Let n = 3 or 4. Then, for each d ≥ 3, there are non-full harmonic maps from S 2 to S n of degree d which admit nonintegrable Jacobi fields.
Proof. The case n = 4 follows from the last theorem and the fact that the set of collapse points is non-empty, by Example 3.13(ii). 
Since this is bilinear and antisymmetric, it induces a linear map
W :
given on the set S d of decomposable 2-vectors by The kernel of (5.7) is clearly one-dimensional; it is tangent to S 3 precisely when the 6 × 6 matrix M 3 made up of M 3 with the row vector grad r adjoined is singular. Now In more concrete terms, this says that f = [F 0 , F 2 ] ∈ C 3 if and only if the coefficients of F 0 and F 2 satisfy 3a 0 c 3 − a 1 c 2 + a 2 c 1 − 3a 3 c 0 = 0.
It can be checked that P 3 = 3h 03 − h 12 is indeed SL(2, C)-invariant. We interpret this polynomial. Guided by invariant theory (see, for example, [27] ), for any d, put h ij = We find this by calculating the highest common factor of all the minors of size d(d + 1)/2, always working modulo the ideal R generated by the r ijkl , giving a polynomial P n in the h ij . As above, this is SL(2, C)-invariant; we shall now identify it for d = 4, 5.
The case d = 4. Computer calculation of the above hcf gives where k = |k| and l = |l| with k and l determined by the rule k t = j t , l t = i t (t = 1, . . . , d). We can define another invariant polynomial P 2 4 by the same formula but with the more complicated rule k 1 = i 1 , k 2 = i 2 , k 3 = j 1 , k 4 = j 2 , l 1 = i 3 , l 2 = i 4 , l 3 = j 3 , l 4 = j 4 . Note that both these polynomials are sorts of traces. Then computer studies show that P (mod R). where k = |k|, l = |l| and s = |s| with k, l and s determined by the following rules: (s = 1): k t = i t , l t = j t , s t = r t (t = 1, . . . , 5); (s = 2): k t = i t (t = 1, 2, 3), k 4 = j 1 , k 5 = j 2 , l 1 = i 4 , l 2 = i 5 , l 3 = r 1 , l 4 = r 2 , l 5 = r 3 , s 1 = j 3 , s 2 = j 4 , s 3 = j 5 , s t = r t (t = 4, 5); (s = 3): k t = i t (t = 1, 2, 3, 4), k 5 = j 1 , l 1 = i 5 , l 2 = r 1 , l 3 = r 2 , l 4 = r 3 , l 5 = r 4 , s 1 = j 2 , s 2 = j 3 , s 3 = j 4 , s 4 = j 5 , s 5 = r 5 ; (s = 4): k 1 = r 4 , k 2 = r 5 , k 3 = i 1 , k 4 = i 2 , k 5 = i 3 , l 1 = i 4 , l 2 = i 5 , l 3 = j 1 , l 4 = j 2 , l 5 = j 3 , s 1 = j 4 , s 2 = j 5 , s 3 = r 1 , s 4 = r 2 , s 5 = r 3 .
Note that P 1 5 is the cube of the trace of (H ij ). More invariant polynomials can be formed by similar rules. However, computer studies show that these four form a basis for the invariant cubic polynomials modulo R, and that (mod R). , which gives the degree of the Wronski map, increases rapidly with d. For d = 6, it is 42; for d = 9, it is more than a thousand, for d = 20, it is more than a billion.
We finish with a general result which shows that, if f has a branch point of maximal order, then it is not a collapse point. Proof. We can assume that the branch point is at infinity so that R has degree 2d−2−r ≤ d−1. Now, since f = [F 0 , F 2 ] has degree d, then one of F 0 or F 2 has degree exactly d. Since deg R = deg F 0 + deg F 2 − 1 for deg F 2 < d, we must have r = d−1, and deg F 2 = 0, i.e. F 2 is a constant which we can take to be 1. But then dQ (F 0 ,F 2 ) (0, 0, 0, U 3 ) = {1, U 3 } = U 3 ; on putting U 3 equal to z, . . . , z d , this gives multiples of 1, . . . , z d−1 , respectively. On the other hand, dQ (F 0 ,F 2 ) (0, U 1 , 0, 0) = {F 0 , U 1 }; on putting U 1 equal to z, . . . , z d−1 , this gives polynomials of degree exactly d, . . . , 2d − 2, respectively. The image of dQ (F 0 ,F 2 ) thus contains a basis for C[z] 2d−2 so that Q is submersive at f . Hence f is not a collapse point.
Note that the first part of the result confirms the well-known result that the maximum possible order of a branch point of a map f ∈ Hol d (S 2 , CP 1 ) is d − 1.
